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It is truly a beautiful book, so attractively presented via an enchanting series of
well framed photographs and intelligently written texts! Furthermore there is
a series of thoughtful philosophical and critical reflections on life, on space, on
time and on society. It is a coffee table book, but it is also more than that.
In the age of demolition-minded China, Jim Spear, the architect wows us
with the beauty of ruins and the possibility of makeover which gives the
wreck a new chapter of its life. It seems to me he has been looking for a
wreck, a place he could renovate and make his own. For Spear, the worn
out peasant house is a terrific find, as he can remake the gloomy into a
cheerful more distinguished style without sacrificing the best part of the
original. Spear has a reverence for history and ecology which he
translates so well into built form one that respects and enhances the
genius loci of the surrounding. The carefully restored houses of the
peasants bring to life the neglected ruins and give profound meaning to
the re-created everyday life – a magnificent example of place making in
architecture. His Great Wall Style shows that the binary opposition of
modernity and tradition doesn’t make sense. The before and the after
co-exist mutually benefitting each other. It is a pleasure to see how this
architect enables us to see the potential of a humble peasant house; how
it can be invested with different meaning with current elements of
design.

Yes, of course it is also not difficult to criticize the houses Spear designed.
The houses are expensive which sends out a message that a home of
“great wall style” can only be made by and for certain class of people,
that the rich can reach and remake any type of dwellings and make them
their own. However, when the restored dwellings remind visitors of what
a house and an environment can do to each other, there are valuable
things to learn. Here design enters public life, and even improving it. The
eco tourism industry, of which Spear’s restored houses are a crucial part,
generates local economy and improves social life especially those of the
weak. The eco-tourist industry employs local labors and women and
Spear’s house empowers them economically and also allowing them to
see the great values of their natural and built environment (at the
moment when peasants are disappearing). The social mission of Spear’s
architecture is well presented in thoughtful remarks such as
“gentrification is not necessarily a good thing, but when the local
community is on the point of dying, may be thoughtful gentrification has
an honest purpose” (as cited in p. 184). It is just this kind of great mix of
thoughtful remarks and narration, along with good design, and great
visual materials that the book can surely move readers including skeptics
like myself. This is a book that shows clearly the power of great design.
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